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INT. IVAN'S ROOM-MORNING

We slowly pan through the bedroom. The bed is neatly made. 
One of Ivan's enejatōs is lying on the floor next to a pool 
of blood. Ivan is off-screen in the bathroom. The door is 
open, and we can hear water running. We enter the bathroom. 
Ivan has his face in the sink. He lifts his head, which is 
dripping wet. He looks at himself in the mirror. He frowns. 
He dries his face, looking in the mirror again. His 
reflection suddenly begins speaking.

BLACK
Well, that was quite an expirament.

Ivan sighs, hanging his towel back up on its hook.

IVAN
I was bored, plus, its good to 
know.

BLACK
That we're indestructible? We 
thought we already knew that.

IVAN
That every part of my body is a 
self-sustaining, sentient, living 
organism, and that it will find a 
way to reconnect itself by whatever 
means necessary.

BLACK
Yeah. That. So basically we're 
indestructible. 

Ivan turns and walks out of the bathroom. He looks down to 
see the blood and sword handle. He picks up the sword 
handle and turns to open a closet. Inside is all his Street 
Ninja gear. He puts it all on. There is a knock at the 
door. Ivan answers. A stubby robot stands in the doorway.

ROBOT
Good morning, Ivan! Did you 
remember that you have an 
appointment with Miss Anya this 
morning?
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IVAN
What? Oh, I totally forgot! Thanks!

Ivan pats the robot on the head as he jumps past him and 
sprints down the hallway.

INT. MEDICAL WING-DAY

Anya and Ivan sit at a table. Anya has a clipboard, and is 
looking through some papers. Ivan watches her.

ANYA
I'm glad you made it. I was 
beginning to worry you wouldn't 
show at all.

IVAN
Sorry. I was... distracted.

ANYA
With what?

Ivan looks at Anya, then down at her papers.

IVAN
Do all those papers have to do with 
me? What do they say?

ANYA
They're just medical records. I 
just pulled them up to get a better 
idea of what we're dealing with.

IVAN
Do they have my healing ability 
listed?

ANYA
Sorry?

Ivan stands up.

IVAN
I was distracted this morning, 
because I found out I could do 
this.
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Ivan pulls out an enejatō. He holds out his other arm. The 
whole time, he is watching Anya's face. She looks 
horrified.

ANYA
Ivan, what-!

Ivan slices off his own arm, not even flinching. He stoops 
down to pick up his severed arm, and throws it across the 
room. Anya stares after him in horror. She stands.

ANYA
Ivan! This is-

IVAN
Wait for it.

Suddenly, the severed arm lurches forward, crawling on the 
ground with its fingers. It leaves a trail of blood behind 
it. It crawls until it reaches Ivan's foot. Then it 
proceeds to climb up Ivan. Ivan watches Anya the whole time 
with a pensive expression. The arm connects itself back to 
Ivan's shoulder. After a few seconds, Ivan moves his arm 
around, as though nothing had ever happened. He replaces 
his enejatō.

IVAN
Is that on my medical record?

Anya stands breathless. Then she shakily picks up her 
clipboard and edges toward the door.

ANYA
I... I'll... go update your record 
right now!

She leaves. Ivan sighs and sits at the table.

BLACK (V.O.)
You know, we probably freaked her 
out.

IVAN
She would find out eventually. I am 
a freak, after all.

INT. LEGEND'S OFFICE-DAY
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The team sits at the table, save for Ivan. The Brawn 
groans.

THE BRAWN
You're serious? No missions today 
either? Not even a bike thief?

LEGEND
No missions is a good thing, Ted. 
It means you've been doing your job 
well. Nothing bad is happening in 
ArbeiVille.

NIGHTLURKER
Or it could be the calm before a 
storm.

HERO
Wow. Are you always this 
optimistic?

JAYDE
He has a point, Hero. Perhaps the 
reason things are smooth right now 
is because someone out there is 
planning something. We mustn't let 
our guard down.

The Brawn looks around.

THE BRAWN
Hey, shouldn't Ivan be here to 
discuss this with us?

NIGHTLURKER
Yes, I have not heard a snyde 
remark from him at all yet, today!

LEGEND
He's in the medical wing, right 
now, but he should be done soon.

Suddenly, a light flashes on the table. Legend pushes a 
button.

LEGEND
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Miss Anya, you have something to 
report?

ANYA (O.S.)
Yes, Sir! It's Ivan! We've run some 
diagnostics on him that I think 
you'll want to take a look at!

LEGEND
Send me the files.

ANYA (O.S.)
Yes, Sir.

LEGEND
How did you discover this?

ANYA (O.S.)
I'll let him tell you himself.

Ivan suddenly walks into the room. He miles.

IVAN
Good morning, team! How's my 
favorite band of super heroes? 
Keepin' it real, beak face?

Ivan nods to Nightlurer, who rolls his eyes at him in 
response. Ivan sits down at the table. He and The Brawn 
bump fists. He smiles at Hero, who lowers her eyes shyly.

LEGEND
Ivan, Anya says you have something 
to report.

Ivan blinks, a blank look on his face. Then he smiles.

IVAN
Oh, yeah! I sliced off both of my 
arms this morning!

Everyone sits in stunned silence. Ivan leans back in his 
chair and puts his hands behind his head.

IVAN
And as you can see, I was able to 
put them both back on and they work 
fine.
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LEGEND
Ivan, I admire your bravery, but 
this healing ability is not 
something you should expirament 
with on your own. What if it 
suddenly stopped? You could be 
armless!

IVAN
I think Anya's fancy diagnostics 
will say otherwise.

Legend pushes a few buttons on the table, pulling up the 
diagnostics on the holograph viewer. Legend reads the 
diagnostic out loud.

LEGEND
After reviewing Ivan's blood and 
tissue samples, we have concluded 
that Ivan possesses a completely 
foreign body type. Ivan's whole 
body uses tissues and a blood type 
that have never been seen before. 
His body, down to his molecules, 
has a self-sustaining factor, which 
enables severed parts to become 
reattached and heal at an amazing 
rate. This also gives an extra 
sensory factor to Ivan's nerves, 
giving him the ability to sense 
danger and see in the dark. We are 
still unsure of how this is 
possible.

There is a silence.

THE BRAWN
So... what does that mean in 
English?

LEGEND
It means that Ivan is a little more 
special than we previously thought.

BLACK (V.O.)
It means we're a freak.
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Legend is about to say something, when the holograph 
suddenly changes to the map of ArbeiVille and a red dot 
shows up. The Brawn cheers.

THE BRAWN
Yes! A mission! Let's do this!

JAYDE
It's just a few blocks away! Let's 
get going, team!

Everyone jumps up. Legend presses a button which opens the 
window. The team jumps out. As they travel, Ivan looks at 
Hero.

IVAN
So Hero! I was wondering. After we 
save the day and all, would you 
like to do something with me 
afterwards?

HERO
Um, is this really the time to be 
talking about this?

NIGHTLURKER
Focus on the task at hand, you 
fool!

EXT. ARBEIVILLE-DAY

The team arrives at an intersection. There are three cop 
cars in the center, and a biker gang circling them. The 
bikers laugh. One of them speaks up.

GANG LEADER
We're the new authority in town! 
You cops are obsolete! We'll take 
you all out one by one!

The gang leader lets loose a chain whip, destroying the 
hood of one of the cop cars. The cops hold out their guns.

COP
Cut this act out or we'll shoot 
your tires!

IVAN
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Save your bullets, Sir! We're on 
it!

The team swoops in and takes out the bikes one by one. Hero 
uses her guns to take out tires, The Brawn picks up a bike 
and squashes it in his hands, Nightlurker uses his powers 
to make one of the bikers punch his friend, and Jayde picks 
up a bike with her mind and pins a biker to the ground with 
it. Ivan engages the gang leader in a fist fight. Ivan uses 
an upper cut and the gang leader goes down for the count. 
Ivan looks around, seeing everyone battle. He catches sight 
of a gang member pulling out a gun and pointing it at Hero. 
He gasps.

IVAN
Hero, look out!

Ivan leaps inbetween her and the gang member, and gets shot 
several times. Hero turns to see what has happened and 
gasps. Ivan remains standing, however, and proceeds to 
punch out the guy with the gun. The remaining gang members 
see Ivan, whose bullet holes are already healing, and take 
off running. Ivan turns to Hero, offering her a hand to 
help her to her feet.

IVAN
You alright?

Hero nods, staring at him.

HERO
Uh, yeah.

Nightlurker grabs Ivan's shoulder and turns him around.

NIGHTLURKER
You idiot! You scared them all off! 
Now we will never catch them all!

IVAN
Well, hey! If they come back, we'll 
catch them then!

NIGHTLURKER
Is this some kind of game to you? 
The sooner we catch these ruffians, 

(MORE)
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NIGHTLURKER (CONT'D)
the sooner we can put an end to 
their terrorizing the city! There 
should not have to be a next time!

HERO
Give it a rest, Nightlurker! The 
gang leader is still uncontious 
over there! And there's a few 
others that we can gather up! It 
wasn't a lost cause!

NIGHTLURKER
Give it a rest?! I will only rest 
when this city is completely safe!

Jayde and The Brawn proceed to gather up the uncontious 
gang members. The police help them. Ivan stands angrily 
before Nightlurker.

IVAN
You've been on my tail for the past 
week, now! What's your problem?

NIGHTLURKER
What is my problem? My problem is 
that ever since you joined the 
team, structure has gone out the 
window! You are erratic, 
unorganized, impulsive-

IVAN
Your problem is that you're wound 
up too tight! Loosen up! 

NIGHTLURKER
Oh, I'll loosen something!

Nightlurker's hands begin to glow with a black aura. Ivan 
winds up for a punch. Hero gets inbetween them.

HERO
Stop it, you two!

BLACK (V.O.)
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Let him at us! We can heal almost 
instantly! We'll teach him some 
martial arts he'll never forget!

NIGHTLURKER
Your mind is a crowded place, 
Street Ninja! I can almost hear the 
voices in your head screaming!

Ivan looks taken aback. He takes a step backwards.

BLACK (V.O.)
He's insulted us again! Are we 
going to just stand here and take 
it? Let's fight! Let's fight! LET'S 
FIGHT!!

Ivan turns and runs away. He uses his adhesive guards to 
scale a building and runs along the rooftops until he 
disappears. Hero glares at Nightlurker.

HERO
I've never seen you act that way! 

Nightlurker turns away.

NIGHTLURKER
He's a disgrace to The 
Unstoppables.

Hero looks over at Jayde. She nods. Hero turns to follow 
Ivan.

EXT. ARBEIVILLE-AFTERNOON

Ivan sits on top of the warehouse building overlooking the 
bay. He watches the sky as the sun begins to set. Hero 
jumps from rooftop to rooftop over to him.

HERO
I finally found you! I was getting 
worried!

Ivan looks up ather with a small smile, but turns his gaze 
back to the bay. Hero sits down next to him.

HERO
It's beautiful.
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IVAN
This is the first thing I remember.

Hero looks at him. Ivan turns his eyes to her.

IVAN
I was lying in my bed. I opened my 
eyes and saw the sun setting over 
the bay.

Ivan's mind flashes with a memory.

INT. IVAN'S ROOM-AFTERNOON

Ivan is lying in his bed. He breathes deeply and looks out 
the window at the sunset.

IVAN (V.O.)
Every bone in my body ached. I 
couldn't move. Then, Legend walked 
in. 

Legend approaches Ivan. He looks down at him. Ivan slowly 
turns his head to see Legend. Legend smiles.

IVAN
Where am I?

LEGEND
You're at The Tower. I own this 
place. I train people with 
supernatural powers to use them for 
good.

IVAN
Am I one of those people?

LEGEND
Yes, you are. 

As Legend says this, Ivan's eyes close again. The screen 
fades to black.

EXT. ARBEIVILLE-AFTERNOON

Hero looks at Ivan.

HERO
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And you can't remember anything 
about your life before that?

Ivan shakes his head.

IVAN
I used to want to find out, but 
I've decided that my life right now 
is pretty cool, so what's the 
point?

HERO
You aren't curious? What if... What 
if you have a family?

Ivan blinks.

IVAN
You mean, more people out there 
like me?

Hero shrugs.

HERO
I dunno. But think about it! Even 
if this life is good, you shouldn't 
just give up on who you used to be! 
Your past is a part of who you are 
too! Not just the present!

IVAN
You're right!

Ivan stands up. Hero does as well.

IVAN
Legend might not know who I was, 
but I'm sure he has a way for me to 
find out!

HERO
That's the spirit!

Ivan smiles at Hero. She smiles back. Ivan leans in a 
little closer, and the two of them are about to kiss, but 
Hero pulls away.

HERO
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Um, sorry.

IVAN
Oh, uh, no worries.

They awkwardly move away from each other. Then they jump on 
the rooftops back towards The Tower.

INT. LEGEND'S OFFICE-AFTERNOON

Legend paces the floor in front of the other team members. 
He glances at Nightlurker.

LEGEND
I know he's an adjustment, 
Vladimir, but the kid's not so bad.

NIGHTLURKER
Our performance as a team has gone 
downhill since he joined.

Ivan and Hero enter the room quietly, not wanting to 
disturb the conversation.

NIGHTLURKER
Are we even sure what Street Ninja 
is? He could be an alien!

LEGEND
He's not an alien.

NIGHTLURKER
How are you sure?

BLACK (V.O.)
Ivan! Let's leave the room, right 
now!

Ivan's eyes grow wide.

LEGEND
Because I know him! I know why his 
body is different, I know why he's 
mentally unstable, I know 
everything about that kid!

IVAN
You know what?!
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Ivan steps forward. Hero timidly follows behind. Legend 
looks shocked.

LEGEND
Ivan! Calm down! Let me explain!

IVAN
You told me you found me! That you 
had no idea who I was before this! 
You lied to me!

BLACK (V.O.)
Stop thinking! Stop fighting! 
Stoppit, stoppit, stoppit!!

LEGEND
Ivan, I did this for your own 
safety! Calm down!

Ivan takes a few deep breaths. He falls to his knees. 
Legend comes to his side.

LEGEND
Your past was so traumatic, that 
you went completely insane. You had 
me wipe your memory. It was your 
choice. If you try to remember it, 
you'll go crazy again. Just relax.

Ivan stands up, looking around the room. His teammates all 
look at him with afraid expressions, save for Nightlurker, 
who glares at him.

IVAN
So I really am a freak?

NIGHTLURKER
Yes! You are!

There is a resounding slap. Nightlurker's mask falls to the 
floor. Ivan blinks in surprise. Nightlurker stands stunned, 
looking at Hero who has her and raised. She was the one who 
slapped him. She looks at Nightlurker with an angered 
expression, tears in her eyes. Ivan looks around.

BLACK (V.O.)
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We've made quite a mess, haven't 
we?

Ivan nods slightly, looking down at his wrist and ankle 
guards. Moving swiftly, he takes off all his gear and leaps 
for the open window. Legend calls after him.

LEGEND
IVAN!

HERO
NO!

EXT. ARBEIVILLE-NIGHT

Ivan falls through the air.

IVAN
They're better off without me.

BLACK (V.O.)
We're better off without us.

Ivan shuts his eyes as he makes contact with the ground.

Ivan opens his eyes slowly, groaning loudly. As the camera 
moves away from his face, we can see random body parts 
crawling towards his head. He looks around as his body 
pieces itself back together.

BLACK (V.O.)
Look at us. We can't even die 
right.

IVAN
I wasn't trying to die. I just 
needed to get away. How long has it 
been?

BLACK (V.O.)
We don't know. It gets dark fast 
after sunset.

Ivan takes off into a run. He uses his acrobatic skill to 
street jump away from The Tower. 

INT. LEGEND'S OFFICE-NIGHT
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The team stands around in the room. Legend sits at the 
table with his head in his hands. 

HERO
How could you say those things to 
him? 

NIGHTLURKER
He provoked me! He has been calling 
me those ridiculous nicknames since 
he joined the team! And you cannot 
deny his recklessness! Not after 
what he just did!

JAYDE
Nevertheless, he's an Unstoppable, 
just like the rest of us. We need 
to find him.

THE BRAWN
Uh, guys? He just jumped out of the 
tallest building in the city. How 
do we know he's still... alive?

LEGEND
He's still alive. He is incapable 
of dying.

THE BRAWN
How do you know?

LEGEND
Because I made him that way.

Everyone is silent.

JAYDE
Maybe you better tell us 
everything.

Legend nods.

LEGEND
Alright, but you must all swear not 
to say anything about this to Ivan.

The team nods. 
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EXT. ARBEIVILLE-NIGHT

Ivan sits on top of the warehouse at the bay. He hugs his 
knees and sighs.

LEGEND (V.O.)
I know why his body is different, I 
know why he's mentally unstable, I 
know everything about that kid!

BLACK (V.O.)
He knows everything. And we know 
nothing.

Ivan curls up tighter.

IVAN
It's better this way.

BLACK (V.O.)
I know, but it still hurts.

Ivan sighs. He looks up at the moon. Suddenly, he hears the 
sounds of motorbikes. He turns his head in the direction of 
the sound.

BLACK (V.O.)
Are we gonna check it out? It could 
be the biker gang.

IVAN
Let The Unstoppables get it. They 
were fighting crime before I ever 
joined.

INT. LEGEND'S OFFICE-NIGHT

Everyone stands around Legend with wide eyes. Hero is 
crying. Nightlurker has his head bowed. Legend sits at the 
table.

LEGEND
And because of that, he blamed 
himself. Not only was his body 
trying to reject its new blood and 
tissues, but his mind was 
destroying itself as well. He had 
me erase his memory.
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NIGHTLURKER
How cruel I have been. His actions 
were indeed admirable. Now he 
desires nothing more than to be 
accepted into the team, and I 
rejected him completely.

HERO
We have to find him!

THE BRAWN
But where would we start?

Suddenly, the map shows up above the table. A red light 
near the bay lights up.

NIGHTLURKER
I think I may have an idea.

EXT. ARBEIVILLE-NIGHT

The biker gang is wrecking havoc in the streets. Dumpster 
fires and chain whips everywhere. People are screaming and 
running away. The biker gang has many more members than 
before. They laugh.

GANG MEMBER
Where's that super team of clowns 
now?

NIGHTLURKER
Over here!

Nightlurker appears out of a plume of black smoke and gives 
the biker a right hook. The rest of the team swoops in and 
a fight ensues. At first, it seems like The Unstoppables 
have the upper hand, but more and more bikers get in on the 
fight.

THE BRAWN
There's too many of them!

JAYDE
Where's Street Ninja? I don't see 
him anywhere!

The fight continues. A biker comes forward with a gun, the 
same one from before, and shoots Nightlurker in the 
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shoulder. Nightlurker groans. Hero sees this happen, and 
she gasps. She turns around and shoots the gun out of the 
biker's hand. Three more bikers come from behind her and 
wrestle her to the ground. Five others with chain whips use 
them to restrain The Brawn. Jayde fights alone, but they 
begin to descend upon her. Suddenly, Ivan appears on the 
scene. 

HERO
Street Ninja!

IVAN
Nope. Just Ivan. Must've left my 
gear at home.

THE BRAWN
But Ivan is still good! You can 
take these guys!

Ivan turns on the men who are holding Hero down.

IVAN
Hands off! I saw her first!

He punches them all to kingdom come, then helps Hero to her 
feet. She pulls out a gun and helps Jayde fight. Ivan jumps 
over to Nightlurker.

IVAN
Looks like you've taken a hit.

NIGHTLURKER
Ivan! I have misjudged you 
terribly. Please forgive me!

IVAN
Save your strength. Can you still 
use your magic?

NIGHTLURKER
I... I believe so.

IVAN
Do me a favor and do something 
about those chains on The Brawn, 
will ya?
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Nightlurker reaches out with one hand, and the chains 
binding The Brawn begin to melt. The Brawn breaks free and 
begins to fight. Nightlurker sinks back to the floor. Ivan 
supports him.

NIGHTLURKER
I take back everything I said about 
you before, Ivan. I will never 
doubt your usefulness to The 
Unstoppables again!

IVAN
Thanks, Pal. Now take it easy.

Ivan leaps away and enters the fight. The team works 
together to round up the bikers. Nightlurker uses the last 
of his strength to cuff all the bikers. Then the police 
helps to take them all to jail. Ivan rests his foot on one 
of the bikes.

IVAN
Hm. Well, those bikers won't need 
these where they're going! I wonder 
if Willis could put them to use!

JAYDE
If we show up at the weaponry with 
all of this, Willis is going to act 
like a kid on Christmas.

Nightlurker groans, falling to the floor. Ivan and Hero 
come to his side.

IVAN
Nightlurker!

HERO
He's uncontious from loss of blood! 
We'll need to hurry him back to The 
Tower!

JAYDE
I'll summon the Unstoppable Car!

IVAN
Hang in there, Nighty.
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INT. MEDICAL WING-DAY

Nightlurker is lying on a hospital bed, wearing only a dark 
purple shirt and his slacks. His shoulder is bandaged up. 
He groans quietly and opens his eyes. Ivan is wearing his 
adhesive guards, and is hanging over him on the cieling. He 
grins.

IVAN
Good morning, Handsome!

NIGHTLURKER
How long was I out?

IVAN
Only a few hours. It's about lunch 
time. You hungry?

NIGHTLURKER
Famished.

Nightlurker sits up, grunting, and looks at the small table 
beside him. A meal is set up for him. It includes four 
slices of toast.

IVAN
I didn't know what you like, so I 
ordered you a little of everything!

Nightlurker bites into a piece of toast as he looks up at 
Ivan.

NIGHTLURKER
You are not angry with me?

Ivan climbs down to the floor.

IVAN
Nah, you had the best interests of 
the city at heart. And I'm fully 
aware that I'm obnoxious.

BLACK (V.O.)
Hey!

Nightlurker chuckles.

NIGHTLURKER
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Well, recognition is the first step 
to recovery.

Ivan smiles as well.

IVAN
We're on the same team, Vlad. I 
mean to keep it that way. Face it, 
you're stuck with me, bro.

NIGHTLURKER
What about your past?

IVAN
My past can go jump in the lake. 
It's not the greatest, apparently, 
so why would I want to remember it?

Nightlurker falls silent for a while.

NIGHTLURKER
Legend was right. Your amnesia is a 
blessing.

Ivan nods.

IVAN
Well, I came to make sure you were 
alright. You're in good hands down 
here, so I better be on my way.

Ivan turns to leave.

NIGHTLURKER
Ivan?

Ivan stops in the doorway.

NIGHTLURKER
I find myself filled with gratitude 
to you again. I will not let myself 
forget your kindness again. You 
have my word.

IVAN
And I promise to work on the being 
annoying thing.
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The two smile again before Ivan leaves the room. 
Nightlurker chuckles softly.

NIGHTLURKER
Not likely, but it is the thought 
that counts.

INT. TRAINING ROOM-DAY

Ivan has none of his gear on, but has martial arts tape 
wrapped around his hands. He stands in front of a punching 
bag, practicing his hand-to-hand combat.

BLACK (V.O.)
Were we serious back there? About 
forgetting about our past?

IVAN
Well, yeah. I mean, it's going to 
bother me, but I'd rather have that 
then my sanity unwinding. Sorry.

BLACK (V.O.)
For what?

IVAN
I thought you wanted to find out.

BLACK (V.O.)
Well, we did. Until Legend started 
talking about it. Then we got 
really scared.

IVAN
Why?

BLACK (V.O.)
Don't know. Our past must be really 
scary.

IVAN
Another reason to forget about it.

Ivan suddenly whirls around to see Hero coming up behind 
him. Hero smiles.

HERO
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I guess there's no sneaking up on 
you.

IVAN
Déjà vu.

Hero looks confused, but then smiles again.

HERO
I just visited Vlad. He told me how 
you ordered him lunch. That was 
sweet of you.

IVAN
The guy has good intentions. No 
hard feelings.

HERO
I'm glad.

Hero comes forward and puts a hand on Ivan's shoulder. 

HERO
I seem to recall someone wanting to 
go on a date after we finished 
saving the day.

BLACK (V.O.)
Dude, she is so into us!

IVAN
Oh yes! I remember! I also recall 
never getting an answer.

HERO
How's this for an answer?

Hero pulls Ivan's head toward her's, and the two kiss. Ivan 
smiles.

IVAN
So, does this mean we're dating?

HERO
Was my answer not clear enough for 
you?

IVAN
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Uh, maybe you should try again...

Hero laughs. 

HERO
I can tell this is going to be fun.



END.


